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Original Freedom of Information Act introduced in 1997.
Restrictions of a new Freedom of Information (Amendment) Act in 
2003.

 Introduction of the Freedom of Information Act 2014.
Why does any of this matter …
 It doesn’t really.
Do not think of it as a legal instrument – think of it as a research 
tool.

The most significant development is the eradication of the €15 fee.

A Brief History of Ireland’s 
FOI



Freedom of 
Information: 
Key Points

One of the most important sources 
of stories for anybody involved in 
journalism.
Wording of requests is of critical 
importance.

Main mistake is asking questions.

FOI in Ireland is not about answering 
questions – it is about the records 
that exist.



How to word your request
Dear Sir/Madam, Under the FOI Act 2014, I am 
seeking the following:

Whatever you are looking for goes here. Keep it 
general if you don’t know exactly what you’re looking 
for. Be quite focused if you do.

I would prefer to receive this information 
electronically. I will accept paper copies if this is not 
possible.

Yours,

XXX



What bodies are included
 Vast majority of public bodies are 

subject to FOI, except some 
commercial semi-states, office of 
the President etc.

 Many bodies were brought under 
legislation in last few years 
including Nama, and the gardai.

 If bodies have only recently been 
added, Nama, gardai etc, that 
means records are available from a 
specific date, not indefinitely into 
the past.

 You can use foi.gov.ie to see what 
bodies are included.

 Use the FOI site search box.



The right to appeal
 If your request is refused, you have a right of appeal.

 The first step is internal review (€30). This is carried out by the 
Department/state agency concerned. More often than not, 
these are refused.

 Next step is appeal to Office of the Information Commissioner 
(€50).

 This second appeal will certainly take months, and can take 
years.

 Be aware that second appeal is decided on legal merits of the 
case, not on what you think should be released or think is in 
the public interest.

 As freelance journalists, we should generally try to avoid 
having to appeal.



Why do we try and avoid appeal?
 There are two types of FOI request.

 There is the FOI request used successfully by some, which is 
about exposing the inherent weaknesses & grey areas of the law.

 It can lead to potentially interesting court cases … but it is often 
FOI as a participant, as an activist journalist.

 Do we have time to wait two to three years for a story?

 Do we have the time or resources to pursue a long court case?

 Only a handful of these cases move beyond being of interest to a 
very select group of journalists, lawyers etc.



FOI for day to day work
 In general, we operate with deadlines and cost restrictions.

 FOI is then about submitting requests in a systematic fashion 
and then results arriving four weeks later.

 If we already find it difficult to find time in our schedule to 
submit FOI requests – are we really going to have time to 
pursue appeals, legal advice etc?



Why has my request been refused?

 It is worth reading the 
legislation. It gives you a clear 
idea of exemptions.

 People get frustrated because 
they look for records that are 
exempt.

 No use complaining about lack 
of transparency if you are not 
aware of the law.



The main exemptions

 When you read the Act, you would be forgiven for 
thinking everything COULD be refused on some 
grounds.

 Commercially sensitive – exactly what it suggests but 
used in a very general way and often worth arguing.

 Internal legal advice, advice from Attorney General – 
clear exemptions for this.

 Ongoing decisions – often, it is better to wait until a 
process has finished.

 Security/diplomatic implications – anything that 
affects national security or relations between states. 
Can be broadly used.



Success Rates
 Your hit rate might start low, so counteract that by 

volume of requests.
 Don’t ever get downhearted about it. That is what 

a lot of reporters do – be one of the ones who stick 
with it.

 Can only learn by making mistakes.
 The cost of a failed FOI request: a few minutes of 

your time and €15.00 … €0.00.
 And you will learn something for the next one.



Things to bear in mind
 Sometimes information is released under FOI that 

should not be. Sometimes, it can be worth submitting 
a request that you think might be refused.

 At very least, you might get a schedule of the records 
that were refused.

 Be aware that quality of service varies from 
organisation to organisation.

 Positive experiences: Dept of Public Expenditure, 
Finance, Education, Oireachtas.

 Negative experiences: HSE, Department of Justice.

 Most government departments do what is required, 
some more quickly than others.



Fishing in the right lake
 There is no point getting annoyed with the HSE and Dept 

of Justice about how badly they deal with requests.

 Just get on with it – people have been complaining about 
them for years and nothing has happened.

 Submit requests to organisations like that and be prepared 
to wait.

 Otherwise, go elsewhere.

 Select the people that take their responsibilities seriously.

 Dept of Finance, PER, Foreign Affairs, Health, Taoiseach, 
Education, the Oireachtas.

 Think of it as a results/percentage driven process.



Key things to remember
 First five hours of search and retrieval are free.

 Keep that in mind if seeking vast amounts of material.

 Requests for huge amount of material can be refused 
simply on the basis they are too big.

 Public bodies are however, obliged to offer you a 
chance to revise/refine requests.

 They do not generally have to create new records, 
tables or lists of material.

 They only have to release records that already exist.

 Sometimes, they will create records for their own 
convenience – they are not obliged to do so.



Document bleed
 The single biggest mistake people make is in asking 

questions.

 FOI is not an alternative press office (although some public 
bodies try to use it as one).

 We look for the records that already exist.

 We try and understand how Departments and public bodies 
work and how they think.

 If we don’t know … do we know somebody who could 
explain it to us?

 How do people within them communicate?

 Why do they create records?

 When do they write emails, memos, letters, reports, advice, 
faxes etc?



A meeting takes place
 What records exist?
 Are there minutes of the meeting.
 Were people provided with briefing notes in 

advance.
 Was there an agenda?
 Did somebody give a PowerPoint presentation?
 Did somebody jot down handwritten notes.
 Was there an email chain afterwards to discuss 

the meeting, agree the minutes.



A minister makes a decision
 Civil servants prepare memo for their 

attention.
 In advance of that, there are chains of emails 

discussing what will go in that memo.
 There might be communications with other 

relevant Depts/state bodies looking for extra 
information.

 Representations from politicians or other 
people on the topic.

 Memo is written up. Minister signs off or not. 
Perhaps he sends it back for further info.



A foreign junket
 The mistake that used to be made was requests would be 

general – “all costs of a certain trip”.
 One year, I asked all Departments about St Patrick’s Day – 

Govt Press Office came back offering to collate material into 
tables.

 It had very little impact.
 Paradoxically, the small details are what have impact.
 Copies of the actual invoices, the actual receipts. Insist on 

them.
 Copies of emails in preparation, organisation, after the 

event.
 Copies of itineraries.



A couple of examples
 Controversy over Dept Foreign Affairs spending:

 http://www.kenfoxe.com/2016/09/irelands-e4-million-annual-rent-bill-for-amb
assadorial-residences-including-e46000-a-month-for-a-property-in-tokyo/

 Revenue report on inheritance tax loophole:

 http://www.kenfoxe.com/2017/04/revenue-report-shows-e140-million-in-proper
ty-handed-over-tax-free-by-wealthy-parents-to-children-using-loophole/

 Michelle Mulherin repayment of phone costs:

 http://www.rte.ie/news/investigations-unit/2015/0224/682406-michelle-mulhe
rin-repays-1-300-more-in-calls-to-kenyan-mobile/

 Oireachtas wants to publish expenses proactively:

 http://www.broadsheet.ie/2015/09/14/lexus-nexus/

http://www.kenfoxe.com/2016/09/irelands-e4-million-annual-rent-bill-for-ambassadorial-residences-including-e46000-a-month-for-a-property-in-tokyo/
http://www.kenfoxe.com/2016/09/irelands-e4-million-annual-rent-bill-for-ambassadorial-residences-including-e46000-a-month-for-a-property-in-tokyo/
http://www.kenfoxe.com/2017/04/revenue-report-shows-e140-million-in-property-handed-over-tax-free-by-wealthy-parents-to-children-using-loophole/
http://www.kenfoxe.com/2017/04/revenue-report-shows-e140-million-in-property-handed-over-tax-free-by-wealthy-parents-to-children-using-loophole/
http://www.rte.ie/news/investigations-unit/2015/0224/682406-michelle-mulherin-repays-1-300-more-in-calls-to-kenyan-mobile/
http://www.rte.ie/news/investigations-unit/2015/0224/682406-michelle-mulherin-repays-1-300-more-in-calls-to-kenyan-mobile/
http://www.broadsheet.ie/2015/09/14/lexus-nexus/


Not a Press Query
 So this is not a press query.
 It’s about trying to predict what records exist and 

getting your hands on them.
 Think of a story that interests you and the one that 

left you asking questions that you could not answer.
 Every decision that is ever made – or not made – 

benefits somebody. Who is it?
 Channel your natural inclination not to accept things 

at face value.



The earliest lesson anyone is ever taught about 
journalism …

 We answer who.
 We answer when.
 We answer where.
 We answer what.
 But very often … we cannot answer the why or how, and 

don’t bother to try?
 That’s where FOI can step in – to give us the why and 

how.



FOI Logs
 Read them and see how requests are phrased and 

what is generating stories.

 Dept of Foreign Affairs:

 https://www.dfa.ie/about-us/accountability/how-we-are-
accountable/foi-requests/

 Oireachtas:

 http://www.oireachtas.ie/parliament/about/freedomofin
formation/disclosurelog/

 Dept of Housing:

 http://www.housing.gov.ie/search/archived/current/sub-
type/foi-log/type/publications

https://www.dfa.ie/about-us/accountability/how-we-are-accountable/foi-requests/
https://www.dfa.ie/about-us/accountability/how-we-are-accountable/foi-requests/
http://www.oireachtas.ie/parliament/about/freedomofinformation/disclosurelog/
http://www.oireachtas.ie/parliament/about/freedomofinformation/disclosurelog/
http://www.housing.gov.ie/search/archived/current/sub-type/foi-log/type/publications
http://www.housing.gov.ie/search/archived/current/sub-type/foi-log/type/publications


FOI Logs & repeating success
 If you look through FOI logs and you see material 

that worked previously … it may be of interest 
again.

 We can FOI the logs themselves.
 Not all FOI requests are submitted by journalists 

and useful ones (from public/solicitors etc) may 
never have been used publicly.

 We can seek a re-release of any FOI request 
although some organisations have a “fair usage” 
policy.



Research & fishing expeditions
 Use FOI as a mechanism to yield further research material.

 Ask for lists of reports/consultancy commissioned by a 
Department/state body.

 Trawl through them and see which sound interesting and have 
not yet been published.

 Do fishing expeditions!

 Develop “stock” FOIs that always yield information.

 E.g. all correspondence between Secretary General of Dept of 
Health and CEO of HSE for XX period.

 You have no clear idea what you’re looking for but there will 
almost certainly be something there.

 If it worked with one Department – would it work elsewhere?



Databases
 Increasingly, we should think in terms of what databases are 

available.

 Waiting Lists/Departmental Spending/Prison Figures.

 Again, thinking of what records exist and nowadays there is 
almost always a spreadsheet available.

 Would highly recommend everybody to get some training on 
using Excel if you are going to be working with data.



Adapting to change
 Remember that state bodies adapt to FOI – they try to leave no traces, change 

the way they do business.

 E.g. Oireachtas and how overseas travel is funded.

 http://davidkcyip.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Bilaterals-04-08-2013.pdf

 Their attempts to change things may be interesting in their own right.

 Remembering how difficult it is not to leave an electronic footprint now (just look 
at the Disclosures Tribunal!).

 Work phone logs, work mobile text messages, sign-in books can all be public 
records.

 One area that has not been tested to the degree it should.

 https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/state-tapped-into-whatsapp-to-manage-brexi
t-message-2hlvhs77d

http://davidkcyip.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Bilaterals-04-08-2013.pdf
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/state-tapped-into-whatsapp-to-manage-brexit-message-2hlvhs77d
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/state-tapped-into-whatsapp-to-manage-brexit-message-2hlvhs77d


Zeroing in
 It is difficult to be “expert” in everything. We have to be 

general on everything but we should aim to be “expert” 
in a few topics.

 Pick out areas of interest and zero in on them.

 The more we know about something, the more likely we 
are to spot angles in it.

 Set up Google Alerts for specific 
ministers/departments/public bodies.

 Set up change detection for publication/FOI pages that we 
want to monitor (www.changedetect.com)

 No point in using the above on pages that change daily.

http://www.changedetect.com/


Good habits to get into
 If you use Gmail – it’s not ideal for creating folders in your email.

 Useful technique is just to use subject line “FOI: the idea here”.

 Every single time something occurs to you for an FOI … just email yourself using 
that format.

 Then on the day you do have time, search FOI and they will all pop up.

 Allocate an hour or two and send en masse.

 No more than 2-3 to any given organisation at a time.

 Work out a system that works for you. 

 Some people send them as they think of them.

 Keep a master database: Date made, a few words on request, who you made it to, 
and status. If it goes over five weeks and you have heard nothing, check up on it.

 Automatic free internal review allowed for deemed refusals.

 Similarly, free review with Information Commissioner for deemed refusals.



Alternatives to FOI
 AIEs: requests for access to information on the environment.

 Advantage was that it was free and definition of a public 
body was looser (e.g. Nama case).

 In practice, interpreted narrowly on what does and does not 
constitute environmental information.

 AIE office usually the same as FOI office.

 Still has its uses: there are less restrictions to AIE – for 
instance certain exemptions can be overruled by importance 
of environmental information.

 Certain public bodies exempt from FOI may be subject to it.

 Internal review if free.



Alternatives to FOI (cont’d)
 Wobbing: requests to the European Union for information.

 Simpler than you would think but underused. Why?

 EU Commission: 
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/index.cfm?fuse
action=fmb&&CFID=2444321&CFTOKEN=ebbec903308aa5c1-148CC
BD6-C757-FBD2-6EF361EFD7BB07B0

 EU Parliament:

 https://www.secure.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/requestdo
c/secured/form.htm?language=EN

 A list of all the relevant EU bodies:

 http://www.asktheeu.org/en/body/list/all

https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/index.cfm?fuseaction=fmb&&CFID=2444321&CFTOKEN=ebbec903308aa5c1-148CCBD6-C757-FBD2-6EF361EFD7BB07B0
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/index.cfm?fuseaction=fmb&&CFID=2444321&CFTOKEN=ebbec903308aa5c1-148CCBD6-C757-FBD2-6EF361EFD7BB07B0
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/index.cfm?fuseaction=fmb&&CFID=2444321&CFTOKEN=ebbec903308aa5c1-148CCBD6-C757-FBD2-6EF361EFD7BB07B0
https://www.secure.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/requestdoc/secured/form.htm?language=EN
https://www.secure.europarl.europa.eu/RegistreWeb/requestdoc/secured/form.htm?language=EN
http://www.asktheeu.org/en/body/list/all


Alternatives to FOI (cont’d)
 Be aware when using sites such as asktheeu.org and 

whatdotheyknow.com (UK) that people will know what you are 
looking for.

 This will presumably be similar when the FOI.ie service is set up.

 The type of info you can get from the European Union:

 http://www.broadsheet.ie/2015/09/07/privatisation-of-irish-water-i
s-ultimately-envisaged/

 http://
www.kenfoxe.com/2017/05/the-chain-of-letters-between-simon-cov
eney-and-the-eu-commission-over-introduction-of-water-charges/

http://www.broadsheet.ie/2015/09/07/privatisation-of-irish-water-is-ultimately-envisaged/
http://www.broadsheet.ie/2015/09/07/privatisation-of-irish-water-is-ultimately-envisaged/
http://www.kenfoxe.com/2017/05/the-chain-of-letters-between-simon-coveney-and-the-eu-commission-over-introduction-of-water-charges/
http://www.kenfoxe.com/2017/05/the-chain-of-letters-between-simon-coveney-and-the-eu-commission-over-introduction-of-water-charges/
http://www.kenfoxe.com/2017/05/the-chain-of-letters-between-simon-coveney-and-the-eu-commission-over-introduction-of-water-charges/
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